
Seven years after the chaos of 9/11, air
travel has again reached record levels in the
U.S, Europe and Asia. Despite increasing
fears of a near-term recession in the U.S.
caused in part by a dramatic surge in the
U.S. dollar price of crude oil, international
business aviation travel is also on the rise. 

At this year’s International Operators
Conference (IOC) in San Antonio, Shane
O’Hare, CEO of Abu Dhabi-based Royal
Jet, said, “Our research points to a 40-per-
cent annual increase in the Middle East
business aviation sector in the next five
years, with Saudi Arabia and the UAE driv-
ing the momentum.” Also from Dubai,
United Aviation Services marketing man-
ager Abdul Charafeddin confirmed a
steady increase in business traffic, much of
which he attributed to “blue-chip compa-
nies such as IBM, AT&T, JP Morgan
Chase and others we often see here. More
big international companies and brands
have an office or a representative here now
as well. Mainly the traffic we see arrives
from the U.S. and Europe, mostly long-
range aircraft like the Gulfstream IV and V
and the Global Express.” O’Hare says that
much of Royal Jet’s traffic is focused
around the Boeing BBJ.

In Europe business aviation accounts
for nearly 9 percent of the traffic handled
by Eurocontrol, according to Eric Mande-
maker, CEO of the European Business Avi-
ation Association. Mandemaker said,
“There is also considerable business traffic
to Africa from Europe.” ExcelAire vice
president of flight operations and former
IOC chairman Bob Weinwurzel com-
mented on traffic to and from Israel. “The
handlers we deal with at Tel Aviv tell me
traffic is up significantly because many
U.S. companies have purchased a stake or
an entire business in Israel. High-tech
companies like IBM and Intel are heavily
invested there.”

Jason Liao, regional vice president of

Hawker Beechcraft in Beijing, added that
there is a great deal of disposable cash in
China right now. He said that more users are
buying aircraft rather than chartering, which
was the more popular option a few years
ago. In addition, more western aircraft are
arriving to conduct business in Beijing,
Shanghai and Guangzhou. Universal Wea-
ther & Aviation director of trip support serv-
ices operations Mark Hazard said, “Our trip
support services say that last year’s traffic
was up substantially to Asia and Africa
while the number of trips to Europe and
South America has remained steady.”

Anecdotal evidence AIN gathered at the
recent NBAA IOC also shows use of busi-
ness aircraft for travel outside the U.S. has
continued to climb since last year’s event.
One California-based flight department
said all of its aircraft are now long range
and that their usage is up considerably in
the past year, primarily to destinations in
the Far East. 

Aircraft delivery data from GAMA con-
firms that the number of internationally ca-
pable airplanes has continued to increase.
In 2007, that number rose by another 316,
compared with 323 in 2006. Although a
majority of the aircraft were destined for
North America, the total number of air-
frames headed for the European theater is
up nearly 10 percent from 2006, while the
number of aircraft destined for South
America is up nearly 25 percent. Liao said
nine new Hawkers now call China home,
with five more to be delivered this year. 

There are numerous challenges for op-
erators flying abroad. International train-
ing, customs, immigration, ATC, new
ICAO language and medical demands are
only the beginning. No small challenge too
is the price and availability of fuel now that
crude has surpassed $100 a barrel. OPEC
has vigorously resisted pressure from the
West to increase production, while
Venezuelan president Hugo Chavez has

threatened to promote $200-a-barrel crude. 
Europe is also leading the U.S. to pro-

tect the environment from additional pollu-
tion created by aircraft, an issue certain to
take on added strength as the European
Union’s plan to implement a carbon trading
system by 2012 gathers steam. ICAO con-
tinues its efforts to standardize interna-
tional flying, which makes a flight planning
and regulatory resource critical. 

International 
Operations Training

Pilots of U.S.-registered Part 91 aircraft
are technically not required to pass a
course on international procedures before
crossing the border to Canada, Mexico and
the Caribbean or even crossing either
ocean. However, FAA Order 8900.1 does
require an operator to obtain and carry a
Letter of Authorization for international
flying. That authorization merely demands
that crewmembers be familiar with operat-
ing procedures relevant to the area they’re
planning to visit, which is no more than
what is required of a Part 91 crew operat-
ing domestically.

According to the FAA, “Experience has
clearly demonstrated that the presence of
sophisticated navigational equipment on
board an aircraft does not, by itself, ensure
a high level of performance will be
achieved [during international flying seg-
ments]. It is essential that operators provide
adequate training for personnel operating
or maintaining that equipment and that op-
erating drills and procedures are included
in crew training.”

The FAA Order does encourage opera-
tors to develop a manual of international
procedures, although again, such a docu-
ment is not required despite the agency’s
reminders that pilots flying through inter-
national airspace must be familiar with
minimum navigation performance specifi-
cation (MNPS) airspace. The agency does

remind pilots that MNPS guidelines are
strictly enforced. 

Crew qualification portions of the Order
specify that pilots must understand that they
are required to abide by the aviation rules of
the country they are visiting if they are more
restrictive than ICAO standards. Under FAA
regulations, to serve as PIC pilots must be
familiar with the route to be flown, terrain
and minimum safe altitudes, weather, com-
munications outlets available to update
weather information en route and comply
with ATC instructions, search-and-rescue
procedures and long-range navigation pro-
cedures required to make the flight. Only a
private pilot certificate and an instrument
rating are required to operate over the North
Atlantic. A number of providers offer in-
depth training about specific international
procedures (see resource box on page 42).

U.S. FAR Part 61 has always included a
simple eligibility requirement for pilot ap-
plicants. They must be able to speak, read
and understand the English language. That
requirement has been around for so long,
in fact, that few aviators give it much
thought. Now the International Civil Avia-
tion Organization (ICAO) wants to normal-
ize the need for aviators across the globe to
understand one another better. 

In March ICAO Annex 1 required that
all private, commercial and ATP-rated pi-
lots, as well as flight engineers and naviga-
tors operating as required crewmembers,
on international flights must hold an air-
man’s certificate that specifically attests to
their English-language skills. 

To meet the requirements, interna-
tional pilots must apply for replacement
certificates from the FAA and carry them
on their person before March 2009. Some
pilots reported that as late as the final
week of February this year, the FAA was
issuing certificates that did not carry the
endorsement demanding that all aviators
check new certificates for the language
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endorsement when they arrive.
Air traffic services that control aircraft

across the North Atlantic claim that the
majority of separation errors–called gross
navigational errors (GNEs)–occur for pre-
cisely the same reason they have been hap-
pening for years: flight crews fly the flight
plans they filed instead of the flight plans
ATC assigns. GNEs are defined as a longi-
tudinal variation of plus or minus three
minutes, a vertical deviation of more than
300 feet and lateral mistake that carries an
aircraft more than 25 nm off course. 

National Air Traffic Services’ Paul
Spooner from the Shanwick Oceanic sector
said that although the total percentage of
GNEs for 2007 caused by pilots flying
their flight plan rather than their clearance
is down from 80 percent to 65 percent, that
number still represents “388 minutes of
flying time in which aircraft were at the
wrong flight level. There were also 111 in-
terventions in 2007 where a controller
caught a mistake before the pilot did.”

An ATC clearance is recognized as a
negotiated agreement between a flight crew
and ATC that if the pilots precisely fly the
clearance they are guaranteed to remain
clear of other aircraft. The concept of a
contract is the basis of ADS-C, automatic
dependent surveillance-contract. Wander
outside protected airspace and the conse-
quences can be severe. A significant im-
provement in the accuracy and ease of use
of flight management technology is consid-
ered a culprit in the number of errors by
aircraft entering and leaving the track sys-
tem across the North Atlantic, as well as
aircraft operating on random routes. 

One of the best ways to make certain an
aircraft ends up where it should be when it
should be is to maintain a paper plotting
chart across the Atlantic that offers some
method for the crew to catch a navigational
error before it becomes serious. In fact,
FAA Advisory Circular 91.70 Oceanic Op-
erations requires crews to keep a copy any
time a jet flies more than 750 nm from a
land-based navaid. 

Plotting charts must be kept on file for a
minimum of six months after use. Despite

the fact that the AC has not been updated
since 1994 and includes no mention of
RVSM airspace, it offers some valuable ad-
vice. For example, pilots should begin a
North Atlantic trip by plotting all the tracks
in use on any given day and clearly identify
each on the chart so that any flight plan’s
route can be clearly associated to any of
the tracks in use that day. Tracks are typi-
cally updated every 12 hours.

The cleared route–drawn on the chart–
should include all the points of the flight
plan as well as relative distances between
waypoints. This will enable the navigating
pilot to more easily check the distances
from the plotting chart against those being
input to the FMS. They should end up +2
nm or an error may be indicated.

If a crew keeps more than one plotting
chart on board the airplane–one developed
before takeoff and another after the clear-
ance was received, for example–they should
be designated to be certain the correct one
is in use at all times. If entering and verify-
ing a flight plan is left until late, errors are
only compounded if the crew tries to rush
through the sequence. To prevent errors but
keep the flight on time, crews should con-
sider entering just the first few points of the
flight plan after they have been verified,
leaving the rest until there is room for a
breather in the cockpit. 

If ATC issues an amended clearance, it
should be plotted on the chart and enhanced
with a color marker, but only one that has
been tested in darkness. Some colors be-
come impossible to read in dim light. Up-
dated clearances actually cause more
problems than most pilots believe because
the changes seem so simple on the surface
that they should require little time. Before
the amended clearance is selected as the ac-
tive flight plan in the FMS, the old clear-
ance on the plotting chart should be crossed
out in such a way that it is clear that it is no
longer the route being flown. Then cross
check against the flight plan about to be ac-
tivated before hitting the enter button.

Another tip from operators says only
one pilot should load the waypoints in the
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Training is an ongoing part of maintaining a
high level of safety over any international route.
One of the best ways to learn what works and
what doesn’t is still to talk to people who have
been there before. Passing along tips and warn-
ings from one crew to another is where the
NBAA’s online forum and international airport
database emerge as valuable resources.

In addition to considering point of departure
and destination, operators must also be knowl-
edgeable about the circumstances they will en-
counter at intermediate stops, and the database
allows a crew to search for information about des-
tinations in a number of ways. Suppose the desti-
nation is Delhi, with an overnight first in London.
If the boss decides he’d like to be as close to town
as possible they might choose Gatwick. 

A few operators had useful comments about
a U.S. to Delhi flight with a stop in London.

A Falcon 2000 operator said of the leg into
London, “Did all handling/flight plan arrange-
ments ourselves. Arrived in Gatwick at 0130
from Gander. Used Interflight as FBO. They were
good; someone was there to meet us and made
the processing easy. Strict night curfews but In-
terflight arranged the arrival and departure slots. 

“We parked on stand 142, a nose-in stand;
when we departed in the afternoon there was
enough room to do a 180 and taxi out. Other-
wise it might be good to check ahead with the
handling agent to see if a tow bar is required. 

“ATC was great. We were unfamiliar with the
layout but they were patient with us. The only
glitch was with fueling. We had arranged to use
World Fuel but after the fueler finished he said
he didn’t know anything about the arrangement
so we had to charge the fuel through Interflight
and the price was much higher.” 

Perhaps another London airport is worth a
look. Return to the database and enter London
Stansted (EGSS) or Luton (EGGW). A Stansted
user makes this statement, “After being a ‘Luton
Lover’ for many years, we switched to Stansted a
while back when Luton went to a slot program
and have never looked back. I can’t imagine any-
one being more flexible with slots than Universal
Stansted. We come and go at all hours of the day
and night, often with short notice, and haven’t
been let down yet.” 

But another pilot proffered a rather different

perspective on Stansted. “Busy airport, close
spacing on approaches. Parked at stand 513. Har-
rod’s eager to please, but fuel, lavatory and water
took an hour and forty-five minutes to accom-
plish. SAS Radisson Hotel close, convenient and
stylish, albeit a bit worn. Twenty-minute taxi from
parking to Runway 23, most of it waiting to cross
runway.” Food for thought.

Of the leg to Delhi (VIDP) a Falcon 900 crew
said, “Routed over Afghanistan for flight from
Romania to Delhi. American controller in
Afghanistan. Good controllers over Pakistan.
Delhi controllers understand English; unfortu-
nately, I don’t always understand theirs. When
entering India’s airspace from the north, check
map for additional frequency you must call be-
sides Delhi control. You can plan on Runway 28
normally. We did not get a STAR; vectored for
ILS. Parked on international ramp. Take note of
preferred taxi routes to/from the int’l ramp. Han-
dled by SRC Aviation. All services good.” 

A tip from another Falcon 900 crew into
Delhi could make spending the time on the site
worth its weight. “Arrival was from Bangalore
late at night. Numerous thunderstorms in the
area and approach control was helpful with
most of our requests for deviating. The handler
was helpful in processing the passengers
through customs as well as the crew. We were
advised the next day on departure that there are
no tow bars available. This was after we were
directed into a nose-in parking spot. Had ade-
quate room to turn the aircraft, but with a larger
wing span this would have been difficult.”

If the destination entered into the database is
a path less traveled, such as USTR Tyumen in the
Russian Federation, and the request brings up lit-
tle or nothing, NBAA members can use the Air
Mail system to ask for information. Subscribers
find that either the Business Aircraft Pilots or the
Flight Department Managers forum offers the op-
portunity to ask the preeminent question, “Has
anyone been into Tyumen lately?” or to search
the Air Mail archives for any additional clues. 

When working with the NBAA database, re-
view the date of the postings to be sure you are
seeing the most current comments. Pilots who
enter NBAA international trip reports normally
post a contact e-mail and phone numbers for
specific questions. –R.P.M.

Look to Other Pilots for Real-World Info

The Middle East expects a 40-percent annual increase in the business aviation sector over the next five years,
with Saudi Arabia and the UAE responsible for much of that growth.
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FMS independently and number them in-
dependently as well. Be sure the waypoints
are checked against the clearance received
on the screen before proceeding to the
next. Verifying the waypoints in the FMS
before they are used should be the job of
the other pilot as a crosscheck. 

Each crew should develop a system to
make sure that the waypoints have been
verified, perhaps a checkmark or a tick as
the point is passed and time and altitudes
on the plotting chart are verified against the
data on the FMS. Don’t forget that the
recording of position reports given to ATC
is also required. The FAA is so serious
about trying to eliminate GNEs that it often
will ask international Part 135 crews to de-
velop and plot an entire flight plan before a
proving run ride. Unfortunately again, there
is no such requirement for Part 91 operators
to ensure they understand what they’re
doing before they cross the coast. 

NATS’ Spooner reminded pilots of an-
other navigational issue, in this case the pin-
point accuracy of GPS, which has actually
led to the lack of random errors that offered
pilots some measure of protection from
midair collisions like the one between the
Embraer Legacy and a Gol Boeing 737 over
the Brazilian rainforest in September 2006. 

He suggests pilots give more thought to
the strategic lateral offset procedure (Slop).
“The goal of Slop is to laterally spread out
aircraft by allowing pilots to choose either
one or two nautical miles to the right of the
centerline. Slop reduces risk by 67 percent if
fully applied, but many pilots think it is
merely a contingency procedure.” This points
to the need for a major education drive.

Security Updates
If you thought the advance passenger in-

formation system (APIS) was something
only your airline or charter friends needed to
be concerned about while flying in or out of
the U.S., think again. With a nudge from the
Department of Homeland Security, APIS is
on the verge of becoming a program for all
passenger aircraft crossing U.S. borders, in-
cluding Part 91 corporate operators.

An NBAA summary explained that the
U.S. Customs Service released a notice of
proposed rulemaking (NPRM) last year re-
quiring private aircraft to submit passenger
and aircraft owner/operator information be-
fore departing from or arriving in the U.S.
Aircraft arriving from outside the U.S. cur-
rently must provide approximately 10 pieces
of passenger information; the new proposal
would require 34 pieces of information, sub-
mitted via an Internet portal. “While the
general aviation community supports secu-
rity enhancements, NBAA is troubled with
the potential impact of this proposal, espe-
cially on small businesses,” said association
president and CEO Ed Bolen.

Of interest to many is that APIS is not
simply a U.S. government program. Uni-
versal Weather & Aviation’s Laura Ever-
ington, the company guru on all things
related to customs and immigration, told
the IOC audience that APIS is already in
operation for Part 135 operators in the U.S.
and for all international aircraft operators
in many of the Caribbean nations that
make up the Caricom group, specifically

Antigua, Barbuda, Barbados, Dominica,
Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, St. Kitts and
Nevis, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago. Canada,
Mexico, all EU countries, Japan, Australia
and India are expected to join the APIS
program, according to Everington. Part and
parcel of APIS will be a master crew list
(MCL) that all companies will need to or-
ganize and transmit to Customs and Border
Patrol before the procedure is enacted. 

Everington said, “APIS is an automated
system capable of performing database
queries on passengers and crewmembers be-
fore their arrival into or their departure from
the United States. The data is, in fact,
checked against 22 databases, including
those of the CIA, FBI and the TSA Watch
and No Fly lists.” APIS will require an oper-
ator to transmit the required information one
hour before departure. When it becomes law,

perhaps by the end of the year, aircraft may
not take off without the APIS OK on hand.

Phase one of the APIS proposal is the
publishing of the NPRM, which closed last
month. Phase two, according to the DHS,
will be working closely with aircraft opera-
tors to develop the methods and processes
to address additional security vulnerabili-
ties for private international aircraft. 

Everington also explained the TSA Visa
Waiver program. “The waiver allows citizens
of certain countries to travel to the United
States for business or tourism for 90 days
or less without obtaining a visa. Twenty-
seven countries participate in the program
(see box at right). The threshold weight for
participating aircraft is 100,309 pounds. 

In addition to being citizens in one of
these countries, program participants must
possess a valid passport and request a stay
of no more than 90 days. “The company
transporting the individual must demon-
strate financial solvency as well. The pas-
senger must have a completed I-94W form
upon arrival and show some proof of a re-
turn ticket out of the U.S. within the time
period required.” Everington was not cer-
tain how a Part 91 operator that does not
issue passenger tickets might comply with
that last demand. 

The good news for operators using the
waiver program is that it makes everyone’s
life–and flying–easier and faster. Evering-
ton warned operators not to test the gov-
ernment’s patience for non-compliance on
flights into the U.S., however, as in arriving

with a passenger not from one of the 27
countries or on an aircraft that is not partic-
ipating in the waiver program. “I know of
situations where the immigration people
marched a passenger right over to the inter-
national terminal of a U.S. airport and de-
ported him, on the spot and at the
company’s expense.” The company was
also fined $3,300.

Aviation and the Environment
The clock has been ticking for aviation

in Europe, where the industry is included
in the global war on emissions reductions.
Until last year the European Community
felt the Bush White House was ignoring
the global warming issue. That perspective
has now changed, and not a moment too
soon as the European Union members push
ahead with plans to counter the effects of
aviation on the environment.

Don Spruston, director general of the In-
ternational Business Aviation Council
(IBAC), said, “By all estimates business avi-
ation is producing about two percent of the
total CO2 emissions of the entire aviation
industry.” IBAC is part of an international
working group attempting to develop sound
options to balance business aviation with
environmental concerns. The road to a solu-
tion is not without some minefields along
the way. Spruston said an initial “ICAO as-
sembly held in 2007 could not reach a unan-
imous agreement on the way forward.”

A recent statement by Tony Juniper, direc-
tor of Friends of the Earth in England, offers
ominous insights into the road ahead. “Avia-
tion is the fastest-growing contributor to cli-
mate change and it’s vital that we [come] to
grips with it. We urge the government to take
into account emissions from aviation when it
publishes the climate change bill.” 

Rich Gage, president and CEO of the
Canadian Business Aviation Association and
a member of the international working group
on business aviation and the environment,
said some international concerns also be-
lieve that the polluter should pay. “That
seems to translate into ‘Anyone who flies in
an aircraft is a sinner.’And business aviation
is seen as nothing more than a bunch of fat
cats,” which makes it a clear target.

Gage said that the environment issues
facing aviation are not separate, but highly
interdependent, much more so than many
operators outside Europe may realize. “We
are dealing with policies currently in place
to reduce aircraft noise. When you attempt
to reduce aircraft noise you’ll pay for it on
the emissions side. Then, if you try to drive
down CO2 and NOx levels it may come at
the price of a noise level that never gets
any better or may become worse.” The
challenge during the debate on aircraft
emissions is to strike the best balance be-
tween the growth of aviation and the asso-
ciated environmental impacts, Gage added. 

The Committee on Aviation Environ-
mental Protection (CAEP), a group Gage
says is a technical committee with political
issues, conducts ICAO’s environmental im-
pact work. The big question is how to de-
velop the answers that best fit the aviation
industry. U.S. operators should also under-
stand that the Europeans are preparing to
act, while the U.S. government is attempt-
ing to figure out the questions.

“There really is not any data available to
help make the case either way for business
aviation, however,” Gage said. “The politi-
cal visibility of aviation is huge.” Through
IBAC, Gage says, the industry supports the
idea of emissions trading rather than any
new taxes. IBAC is also supporting technol-
ogy advancements by engine and airframe
manufacturers, as well as improvements in
airspace management technology.

Discussion about a system of carbon trad-
ing to balance emissions is just now making
its way into the U.S. aviation vocabulary, al-
though trading organizations already exist in
North America and were, in fact, developed
by the EPA. A European carbon trading sys-
tem formally began in January 2005 and ini-
tially applied to fixed sources of emissions,
with aviation soon to follow. 

Guy Viselé, IBAC’s representative to the
ICAO CAEP, broke down the hierarchy of
emissions issues by pointing to the United
Nations Framework Conference on Cli-
mate Change (UNFCCC) as the group that
tasked ICAO with providing guidelines to
the conditions for implementing the Kyoto
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Visa Waiver Program Participating Countries

Andorra
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brunei
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany

Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Liechtenstein
Luxembourg
Monaco
The Netherlands
New Zealand

Norway
Portugal
San Marino
Singapore
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Source: Universal Weather & Aviation

Universal Aviation
Singapore staff
service aircraft 
on the ramp at
Seletar Airport.
Pilots traveling
abroad should
consult others to
get up to speed
about what kind 
of service they 
can expect when
traveling beyond
U.S. borders.
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Protocol provisions to the aviation sector.
President Bush signed the Kyoto agree-
ment, but the U.S. Senate never ratified the
treaty, nullifying any benefits.

Essentially, Kyoto was designed to re-
duce emissions to fight the greenhouse ef-
fect. It is expected the agreement will
impose reductions in aircraft emissions,
with an objective of an 8-percent reduction
in 2012 measured against the benchmark
year 1990. Viselé said, “The international
air transport emission figures are not in-
cluded in the current protocol and should
be dealt with by ICAO.”

Under an emission trading plan, all op-
erators receive a fixed number of emission

permits. (That number is determined by
setting a cap on total emissions from any
one group of polluting entities.) Groups
that pollute less than a set limit may sell
their unused permits to groups in need of
additional ones. The marketplace fixes the
price of the permits. If a corporate aircraft
were allowed 20 permits per year for trips
to Europe, for example, it would need to
purchase additional permits on the open
market when it ran out. How much those
might cost at any point in time is anyone’s
guess, hence the industry concern. 

The strongest point of contention among
industry players is the fact that non-EU
countries might be forced to comply with
EU guidelines. ICAO is essentially at odds
with the EU over that region’s ability to
force compliance. Under current plans, the
EU intends to implement its demand for
carbon trading by 2012. 

The pressure is not simply coming from
Europe, however. The UNFCCC will be dis-
cussing the climate issue this November be-
cause it believes ICAO has been too slow to
develop workable guidelines. The European
Council and Parliament recently agreed “to
give priority to identifying and undertaking
specific actions to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from aviation if no such action is
agreed within ICAO by 2012.”

The cost of permits should not be the
only concern among business aviation
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High Fuel Prices Don’t Curb Corporate Flying

To a commercial operator, any increase in the price of fuel raises a dilemma: eat the increase or
pass it on to passengers and risk losing their business entirely. The International Air Transport Asso-
ciation (IATA) says that fuel price increases this year alone will cost the airline industry some $52 bil-
lion more around the globe. 

To corporate operators a rise in fuel prices is an irritant but likely not a deal breaker since the air-
craft’s mission is not directly profit focused. The rapid rise in fuel prices has become a thorn in the side
of all operators, as has the uncertainty of where price hikes will end. At press time, the price of crude
was hovering near $110 a barrel, slightly less than double where it was at the same time last year.

AIN asked Steve Inchcoombe,
operations manager for Phoenix Fuel
in London, about the causes of the
spike in fuel prices during the first
few months of this year. “Some peo-
ple believe it is only the weakness in
the dollar, but it is also the fact that
the Saudis do not want to increase
production and OPEC benefits from
those high prices. It is also because
of the conflicts in Venezuela and the
increased demands from Africa, India
and China. I don’t think you’ll ever
see the price of fuel go down again.”

When asked about fuel in Africa in
particular Inchcoombe could only call it “a nightmare. Some fuel is brought in to location by tanker
truck, which makes it enormously expensive. Then there are places like Nigeria where there is plenty of
fuel but lots of political problems getting it to the end user. One time we had to contact aircraft en route
to Lagos and tell them the fuel we thought we’d have for them would not be there. Operators need to
check and double check on fuel before a trip to Africa.” Inchcoombe said the price of fuel in India is up
15 percent since November. Supply is not as much of an issue since all fuel in that country is govern-
ment controlled. He also saw no issues finding fuel in China. 

UVAir manager Bill Tang reported a spot price of nearly $6 (U.S.) per gallon in Central Africa, which
means the retail price at the truck will be considerably higher. Tang found last-minute prices in South
America had risen to nearly $6 per gallon as well. Tang added that some regions of Africa could also
see retail prices of $9 to $10 per gallon. Inchcoombe offered some advice. “Never, never go into an air-
port without some sort of pre-arranged fuel agreement in hand or you are simply being ripped off.
Posted airfield price…we call it full retail price. No one in their right mind pays that price.” –R.P.M.

International Procedures
Training Providers

Scott International Procedures
www.scottipc.com 

Air Training International
http://trainati.com/ifot.html

FlightSafety International
www.flightsafety.com

SimuFlite
www.simuflite.com/about/aboutsimuflite.html 

Assessment Compliance Group
(recurrent only)
www.aviationmanuals.com

If experts are right, FBOs such as UVavemex can expect
corporate operators to continue to buy fuel.
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Successful pilots and flight department
managers learn to roll with the punches,
adapting to the never-ending increases in
the price of fuel, changing immigration
rules of Eastern Europe or the mental gym-
nastics of using Chinese airspace. One ele-
ment of flying that never changes is how
the human body adapts–or fails to adapt–to
the rigors of long duty days, made increas-
ingly more difficult on board aircraft that
can easily fly 14 hours nonstop. 

Too little rest, or rest periods broken up
into unmanageable segments, are still high
on the NTSB’s list of most critical con-
cerns. Tired pilots–such as those flying
across multiple times zones–make poor de-
cisions and take longer to make any deci-
sion than when they are well rested. The
effects of sleep deprivation and the accom-
panying interruption to the body’s circa-
dian rhythms are cumulative and explain
why crews become progressively more
tired the longer they stray from their natu-
ral sleep cycle.

In a 1997 NASA study of corporate avi-
ation, 74 percent of respondents claimed
fatigue was a moderate to serious concern,
with 85 percent calling it a moderate to se-
rious safety issue. Despite the fact that
nearly 75 percent of aviators interviewed
said they nodded off at work, 79 percent
said they received no training on coping

with fatigue issues at work.
At the recent NBAA International Op-

erators Conference Dr. Melissa Mallis,
chief scientist of operational and fatigue
research for the Institutes for Behavioral
Resources in Baltimore, underscored the
importance of understanding–and address-
ing–fatigue issues. She defined fatigue as
“a feeling of weariness, tiredness or lack of
energy. It is also a condition marked
by…the inability to function due to a lack

of energy.” She added, “Fatigue is more
than sleepiness and its effects are more
than just falling asleep.” 

While there are no biochemical markers
for sleep deprivation and no known simple
tests to measure sleepiness, there are some
indicators pilots should be on the lookout
for. Mallis said some of the common fac-
tors associated with fatigue include “clearly
observable performance deficits, degraded

decision making, visual and cognitive fixa-
tion, slowed reaction time and poor com-
munication and coordination skills.”

In a search for solutions, the NTSB re-
quested the FAA “set working hour limits
for flight crews, aviation mechanics and air
traffic controllers based on fatigue re-
search, circadian rhythms and sleep and
rest requirements, and develop a fatigue
awareness and countermeasures program
specifically for air traffic controllers.”

Attention to fatigue indicators is important
because people are least likely to recognize
those indicators when they most need to.
To date, the FAA has not updated duty-
time limitations for any operators, airline
or corporate.

Another aspect of fatigue recognition is
the pilot’s memory of previous successful
flights while tired. Often, pilots mistakenly
believe that if they coped with flying tired

before, they should be able to cope again.
The amount of sleep a person requires sel-
dom changes, although getting a good
night’s sleep becomes progressively more
difficult as people age. The quality of an
evening’s rest is almost as critical as the
quantity. Mallis believes “eight hours of
disrupted sleep has an effect similar to that
of too little sleep.” 

To emphasize how dangerous sleep dep-
rivation can be, Mallis compared continu-
ous hours of wakefulness to alcohol,
another known brain dampener. She said
18.5 hours of continuous time awake
makes the brain act as if the individual had
a blood alcohol level of .05; 21 hours of
continuous duty raise that level to .08.

Maintaining good sleep habits is a sig-
nificant step in avoiding the results of sleep
deprivation due to multiple time-zone leaps,
according to Mallis. She said pilots should
“develop and practice a regular pre-sleep
routine and use the bedroom only for sleep,
not work, worry or exercise. Don’t drink al-
cohol or eat heavily before bedtime.” 

She also reminds pilots not to lie awake
in bed if they are restless. “If you don’t fall
asleep in 30 minutes, get out of bed and do
something that will make you sleepy.”
However, she advised, “This is not the time
to pick up a best-selling thriller though.”
Mallis believes that pilots and their em-
ployers have a responsibility to do every-
thing possible to combat fatigue. –R.P.M.

Fatigue remains a concern for international crews

The effects of fatigue are particularly insidious because 
people are least likely to recognize the indicators–degraded 

decision-making and slowed reaction time, among 
other things–when they most need to. 
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The FAA has delayed the effective date
of new ETOPS regulations to August 13, in
part to give manufacturers time to provide
the information necessary for operators to
determine whether they are ETOPS-com-
pliant. ETOPS originally meant “extended-
range twin-engine operations,” but the FAA
shortened that to “extended operations” as
part of this new rulemaking effort, which
will apply to Part 121 and 135 operators
and to aircraft with two or more engines.

Part 121 airlines have flown under
ETOPS guidance and FAA sanction for
many years, enabling them to fly twin-en-
gine jets over areas that don’t meet the 60-
minute flight time requirement for distance
from potential diversion airfields in case of
loss of one engine. The ETOPS rulemaking
is the first formal regulation of extended op-
erations. Comments about the rule, first pro-
posed in 2003, generally welcome regulation
of ETOPS for commercial operators, but
there are some problems that must be re-
solved before the rules can be implemented. 

Compliance with ETOPS requirements
involves flight planning to ensure the air-
plane can reach a diversion airfield in case
of engine failure within specified time lim-
its as well as pilot and mechanic training
and maintenance and operational require-
ments specific to extended operations. (See
box at right.)

Onerous Requirements for Operators
Last year, the FAA issued an ETOPS

draft advisory circular, AC 135-42, and
asked the industry to submit comments. In
commenting on the AC, the National Air
Transportation Association (NATA) ex-
pressed concern that the FAA simply
adopted Part 121 operational practices
when it wrote the AC. For example, the AC
often uses the word “routes,” indicating
that the FAA thinks that Part 135 operators
fly to and from the same points like a Part
121 airline, according to the association.
Part 135 operators use different departure
and arrival locations, NATA wrote, “even
within the same area of operations.” 

NATA contends the FAA also assumes
that Part 135 operators will fly to destina-
tions with FAA repair stations or A&P-
rated mechanics who can provide the
required ETOPS pre-departure service
check. NATA wrote, “Again, this demon-
strates a misunderstanding of the nature of
Part 135 operations.”

“The advisory circular is still in draft
form,” said Jacqueline Rosser, NATA di-
rector of regulatory affairs. “We would like
to see it finalized before the rule is final.”

The requirement for the ETOPS pre-de-
parture service check will be onerous for
Part 135 operators, Rosser said, because in
draft AC 135-42, the FAA wants an A&P
mechanic or FAA-approved repair station
(for operations outside the U.S.) to conduct
the check. This isn’t a problem for airlines,
but a Part 135 operator would have to bring
an ETOPS-trained mechanic on the flight or

train a mechanic who is located at the
planned destination airports. The pre-depar-
ture service checks could be done by pilots
who are trained to verify APU and engine
oil levels, check condition of ETOPS-sig-
nificant systems and verify the status of the
airplane by reviewing applicable mainte-
nance records, she said, and this would be
much simpler than for an operator to
arrange for mechanics to be available.

In fact, Appendix G of the rule, which
covers the pre-departure service check, says,
“The certificate holder must complete a pre-
departure service check immediately before
each ETOPS flight.” It says nothing about the
qualifications of the person doing the check
other than that he must be “ETOPS quali-
fied” and certifies the check “by signature.”

Draft AC 135-42, however, expands on
the rule, and states, “An ETOPS-qualified
maintenance individual must complete all
ETOPS-related tasks and an ETOPS-quali-
fied maintenance individual with an air-
frame and powerplant rating must certify

the entire check. When outside the United
States, if an individual with an airframe
and powerplant rating is not available, then
a trained individual employed by an FAA
certificated repair station must certify the
entire [check].”

Dave Hewitt, NetJets International sen-
ior vice president of safety and compli-
ance, also critiqued AC 135-42’s pre-
departure service check requirement that
an A&P mechanic do the work. “That’s an
area we are concerned with,” he said, “be-
cause in an on-demand environment, it’s
difficult if not impossible to accomplish
that. We use manufacturer facilities for
most of our maintenance.”

The FAA defended its advice in draft
AC135-42: “Allowing a pilot to perform a
pre-departure service check degrades the
importance of the check and places a
safety-critical task below the level of per-
formance required to change a tire or re-
place a light bulb for reading.”

Who Must Comply?
A more important problem with the

new rule, Rosser said, is how to determine
if a particular airplane and operation are
required to meet the rule. “It’s difficult to
determine for an operator whether or not a
specific operation would be subject to the

ETOPS rule,” she said. “The key factor in
determining whether or not any of this ap-
plies to you is your single-engine speed.”
But most business jets were not designed
with ETOPS in mind, she added, and op-
erators might not be able to find an ap-
proved one-engine-inoperative cruise
speed that can be used to calculate the
one-engine flight times. 

When the FAA delayed the effective
date of the final rule from February to Au-
gust this year, one of the reasons was so
that the industry could address the issue of
the necessary one-engine inoperative
cruise speeds, she said. “The manufactur-
ers had committed to providing that.”

What Rosser would like the FAA to do
with AC 135-42 is include a decision-tree
that helps operators determine whether or
not they need ETOPS. She pointed out that
one of the association’s main concerns is
how to evaluate an operation to determine
if ETOPS is necessary or ways to alter the
operation to avoid ETOPS. 

While the ETOPS rule does address a
safety concern, Rosser said, “from a statis-
tical standpoint, there is not a historical
safety problem that this is addressing.” The
rule seems to derive more from ICAO stan-
dards, which specify that regulators have to
establish a maximum distance from air-
ports that airplanes can fly. In Part 121 that
was 60 minutes, which grew under the
ETOPS guidance and FAA letters of devia-
tion. “Part 135 did not have that,” she said. 

NetJets International’s Hewitt has stud-
ied this situation, as he will be involved in
implementing ETOPS for his company’s
fleet of Gulfstreams. Draft AC 135-42 is a
good start, he said, but only for an operator
that has already decided to fly ETOPS. It
doesn’t help the operator decide on the
one-engine inoperative speed to use for
ETOPS calculations. 

“The crux is single-engine cruise speed,”
Hewitt said. “In current AFMs, there’s a
fairly wide range of speeds based on weight
and other variables. The problem is deter-
mining which speed is suitable for us.” 

In its comments on the proposed rule,
NJI said operators need help determining
if they need to be ETOPS compliant. “We
need the final data to draw those circles,”
said Hewitt. He acknowledges that the
FAA is pushing ETOPS for safety reasons,
but if operators choose not to apply for
ETOPS approval because of these difficul-
ties, there won’t be a safety benefit. 

In commenting on the proposed ETOPS
regulation and draft AC 135-42, the Gen-
eral Aviation Manufacturers Association
(GAMA) noted “Part 135 certificate hold-
ers have been flying long-range routes with
a diversion time of 180 minutes without
specific ETOPS requirements for some
time with a good safety record and no acci-
dents or fatalities associated with such op-
erations–as a result it seems burdensome to
impose Part 121-type oversight to opera-
tions that will extend present limits by only
another 60 minutes.”

GAMA recommended that the FAA re-
vise AC 135-42 to tailor it to Part 135 op-
erations. GAMA also suggested that the
FAA develop an ETOPS education pro-
gram “targeted at the portion of the on-de-
mand 135 community that flies aircraft and

routes that may be subject to ETOPS be-
yond 180-minute requirements.”

GAMA member aircraft manufactur-
ers have provided performance informa-
tion that will help with ETOPS imple-
mentation. Several members are waiting
for the final version of AC 135-42, but
have provided information on ETOPS
speeds in draft form. Most aircraft manu-
facturers have made available perform-
ance information for single-engine drift-
down and single-engine cruise speeds for
their long-range jets. “These airplanes
may not necessarily have to obtain
ETOPS approval, but operators are ex-
pected to have to conduct an evaluation
of the applicability of the new ETOPS
requirements and include the result of
this analysis in their flight planning and
route selections,” said the association. o

Questions remain as operators
prepare for ETOPS compliance
by Matt Thurber

The final rule was published Jan. 16,
2007. It contains the following regulations: 
• 135.98: Operations in the North Polar Area
(north of 78 degrees north latitude) are pro-
hibited without FAA authorization once the
rule takes effect. To operate in this area, oper-
ators’ operations specifications will have to
include designated airports and airport re-
quirements for en route diversions; a recovery
plan for passengers; a fuel-freeze strategy and
monitoring procedure; a communications
plan; an MEL for North Polar operations; a
plan for mitigating crew radiation exposure
during solar flare activity; and a plan to carry
at least two exposure suits on board unless
weather conditions are mild enough.
• 135.364: This new rule prohibits any Part
135 certificate holder, except all-cargo oper-
ators, from flying a two-or-more-engine air-
plane “on a planned route that exceeds 180
minutes flying time (at the one-engine-inop-
erative cruise speed under standard condi-
tions in still air) from an adequate airport
outside the continental United States unless
the operation is approved by the FAA in ac-
cordance with Appendix G.” The FAA will
have to approve which airports can be listed
as “adequate” if the airports meet require-
ments listed in other sections of Part 135.
• Appendix G includes ETOPS definitions;
the maximum limit of 240 minutes flying
time at one-engine-inoperative cruise speed;
new Part 25 certification requirements for
airplanes built after 2015; and airplane, oper-
ational, communications, maintenance and
training requirements. The comprehensive
document deserves close scrutiny by Part
135 operators contemplating flying ETOPS. 

These rules have been amended:
• 135.345: Adds the requirement for pilot
initial, upgrade and transition ground train-
ing in ETOPS as well as a requirement for
operators to develop a passenger recovery
plan for North Polar operations.
• 135.411: This rule makes it clear that oper-
ators will have to abide by the ETOPS main-
tenance requirements if they choose to
conduct ETOPS. –M.T.

Part 135 ETOPS

International Operations

Because most business jets
were not designed with 
ETOPS in mind, it is difficult
for operators to find the speed
to use to calculate one-engine- 
inoperative flight times.
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It’s natural that business jet owners
choose to fly to destinations off the beaten
path, and when flight department manager
Michael McKenzie got the call for a trip to
Kenya, he did what he normally does for
any trip: dig out the books and go online to
research all the variables that go into a
complex journey.

McKenzie, who flies a Part 91 Gulf-
stream V for a U.S.-based company, made
the trip last July. While conditions in Kenya
have deteriorated some since then, his ex-
perience is a good summary of a trip to
Africa in a business jet.

Although he had flown to Morocco
many years earlier, McKenzie had no expe-
rience flying into the heart of Africa. Two
months before the planned departure, he
began studying the information available
from Jeppesen, other pilots who had flown
there recently and Universal Weather &
Aviation, which provided handling services
for the flight. Universal also arranged for a
security firm to post guards around the air-
plane during the three weeks it was parked
at Kenyan capital Nairobi. 

The first order of business was to get
everyone on the manifest vaccinated against

a variety of diseases such as yellow fever,
typhoid and hepatitis-A. Anti-malarial drugs
need time to begin working and had to be
taken starting about six weeks before depar-
ture. Crew and passengers also needed
visas; McKenzie and his crew were able to
obtain their visas at the nearest Kenyan con-
sulate. Unfortunately, the consulate accepts
only money orders from a local bank. 

Before leaving, McKenzie asked his
maintenance chief to check into support for
the Gulfstream. A GV operator based in Kil-
imanjaro was available for emergency help,
and Gulfstream’s London Luton mainte-
nance center was the next best option. Mc-
Kenzie’s crew test-ran the GV a few days
before and on the day of departure to make
sure all systems were operating normally.

McKenzie was worried about adequate
supplies of potable water and brought gal-
lons of bottled water on the Gulfstream.
Other extra equipment included a full med-
ical kit from MedAire and a satellite tele-
phone. He forgot to check on the cost of
using his Apple iPhone before the trip, an
oversight that proved to be expensive.
While the phone worked fine, the charges
for voice or data from Nairobi were $3.99 a

minute. The hotel did not permit the use of
telephone calling cards. 

The Gulfstream left London at night
for an early-morning arrival in Nairobi,
an eight-hour flight via Egyptian and Su-
danese airspace. ATC was normal through
Egypt, but over Sudan, McKenzie said,
“that piqued our interest and we really
started paying attention.” Communica-
tions with Khartoum radio were hit and
miss, he said. “The Sudanese were fine; it
was just hard to maintain radio contact.”
The pilots monitored the IATA inflight
broadcast frequency 126.9 and also lis-
tened in on 123.45. Overall, he said,

“there was not a lot of traffic.”
McKenzie found the Kenyan controllers

“pretty good on the radio,” adding that he al-
ways planned on flying full procedures dur-
ing departures and arrivals and relied greatly
on TCAS to avoid other traffic. “Plan your
game, and fly your plan,” he said.  

At Nairobi’s Jomo Kenyatta Interna-
tional Airport, the runway was smooth and
the airport infrastructure much better than
McKenzie had anticipated. After arriving,
there are no customs facilities for non-air-
line passengers, so everyone had to get off

Pay attention to the details when
planning a flight to Africa
by Matt Thurber

Operators planning to fly a business jet to Africa should bone up on the procedures they can expect.
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operators. The cost of the system has not
yet been determined, and the system to
demonstrate compliance has not been de-
veloped either. Viselé believes the most
extreme EU proposal means an extra cost
of E9 billion ($14.2 billion) for air trans-
port operators by 2020. 

Business aviation should not expect to
see emissions exemptions any time soon.
“Even if well justified on the basis of envi-
ronmental impact and heavy administrative
burden,” Viselé said, “an exemption for busi-

ness aircraft [operating in Europe from any
other country] is politically difficult to sell
because the sentiment of some EU citizens
is that those rich guys in their flying limou-
sine would escape while the ordinary citizen
flying a low-fare airline would have to pay.”

The European Business Aviation Asso-
ciation is promoting an alternative means of
compliance for corporate operators that will
allow the business aviation industry to meet
its environmental obligations on a more sim-
ple, straightforward, yet fully verified basis,
Viselé said. “Operators would select their
own offset projects that meet the strict criteria
of the scheme and provide details to the ad-

ministering association so that those projects
are reflected within the scheme’s registry.”

He reminded corporate operators that
emission trading schemes are developed
with the airlines–not business aviation–in
mind. “We should consider an alternative
means of compliance when the trading
scheme is not practical. Business aviation
also needs to develop a much more proac-
tive attitude toward environmental issues.”

Of no small importance was an IOC
presentation by Mitchell Fox, chief of the
flight safety section of the air navigation
bureau of ICAO, where the topic turned to
required medical certificates for interna-

tional flight. Many companies have tried to
cut costs by sending pilots on the road with
a second-class FAA medical. ICAO regula-
tions clearly call for an ICAO Class 1. 

Fox surprised much of the audience
when he said ICAO’s interpretation is that
a second-class U.S. certificate does not
equate to an ICAO Class 1 and that crews
are putting themselves at risk if they find
themselves part of a ramp check in a foreign
country. He added that the ICAO Class 1
also outlines EKG requirements for aviators
different from those of the U.S. second-class
medical. The safer suggestion Fox offered
is that all U.S. airmen consider never leav-
ing the states without a U.S. first-class phys-
ical that meets the ICAO requirements. o
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the Gulfstream and join the queue in the
terminal and clear customs, then walk
back to the Gulfstream. This took about
30 minutes. The handler’s security agents
guarded the Gulfstream the entire time it
was on the ground in Nairobi. As a
backup, McKenzie applied security tape
to the jet’s doors. “Tape is the best insur-
ance for us,” he said. “We do that any-
where outside the country.”

Once in Nairobi, McKenzie found the
locals easy to deal with. “Everyone speaks
English,” he said, “and people were friend-
ly, warm and welcoming.” The hotel chef
invited the company flight attendant into
his kitchen to supervise the catering. A
downside to Kenya’s financial troubles, he
said, “was that everybody is kind of on the
make, trying to get a piece of your dollar.”
One cab driver finally admitted that if he
dropped passengers off at the hotel, he
would have to pay a fee at the hotel, so he
would drop people off a block away to save
money. Most Kenyan companies would ac-
cept only Visa credit cards and balked at
American Express. Bank ATMs worked
fine, McKenzie said. 

McKenzie ran into some delays while
preparing to depart from Jomo Kenyatta,
including an hour-long wait to clear secu-
rity and customs along with all the airline
passengers. “That really put us behind the
power curve,” he said. Even though he
had budgeted plenty of time to get the
airplane fueled, it turned out that when
the handler said, “No problem, the truck
is coming,” what he meant was, “You re-
ally need to taxi to the fueling pit,”
McKenzie said. In hindsight, he would
have refueled the day before departure. It
took another two hours to fill the Gulf-
stream’s potable water tank using a funnel
and dozens of gallons of bottled water,
because McKenzie didn’t trust the quality
of the local water bowser. 

Overall, McKenzie said, “it was proba-
bly the most primitive trip I’ve done. [But]
it was not as hard as I thought it was going
to be.” His advice to Africa-bound business
jet operators is to use an experienced handler
who knows business jets; take care of the de-
parture fuel the day before leaving Africa; re-
view international procedures for Africa and
the Indian Ocean; and “make sure the TCAS
works–it’s a non-radar environment.” o

uContinued from preceding page

Flight to Africa

Myriad issues
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